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Outline
1. Introduction
✓ Why do we study collective flow ?
✓ How to measure anisotropic flow experimentally ?

2.Systematics of v2

✓ Different methods, different collaborations at RHIC

3.Physics results and discussions
✓ Initial conditions ↔ centrality dependence of v2

✓ Partonic and hadronic Equation Of State (EOS), hadronization  
↔ transverse momentum (pT) & particle type dependence of v2

• Conclusions
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Physics goals at RHIC
• Study the properties of the matter with partonic 

degrees of freedom
✓ Anisotropic collective flow is one of the key bulk probes to study 

early collision dynamics at RHIC
✓ Why do we study collective flow ?
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Penetrating probes
- photons, leptons

- jets
- heavy flavors

...

Bulk probes
- pT spectra

- azimuthal anisotropy
- fluctuations

...
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Probe to the partonic EOS

• Anisotropic flow is determined by
✓ (1) initial geometry overlap (eccentricity ε), (2) pressure gradient 
← density profile + EOS, EOS ↔ d.o.f, (3) System size

- Thermalization is not required. It gives stronger scaling of initial and final anisotropies

➡ Space-momentum correlations

• How to measure anisotropic flow experimentally ?
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How to measure anisotropic flow ?

• Azimuthal anisotropy
✓ Fourier expansion of azimuthal 

particle distributions with respect to 
the reaction plane

✓ Second coefficient = v2 is dominant
- Mean v of odd harmonics vanish in symmetric 

rapidity

✓ v2 = 0.1 (10%) → 1.2/0.8 = 50% more 
particles in “in-plane” direction than in 
“out-of-plane”
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dN

dφ
∝ 1 + 2v1 cos (φ−ΨRP) + 2v2 cos (2[φ−ΨRP]) + ...

φ : azimuthal angle of particles
ΨRP : azimuth of reaction plane
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Centrality

• Centrality determination in heavy ion collisions
✓ Determined by multiplicity distributions

- with Monte Carlo (MC) Glauber simulation or with event generator (ex. HIJING)

➡ Number of participants, impact parameter, ...
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Event plane

• Event plane ≠ Reaction plane
✓ due to the finite multiplicity
✓ event plane is determined by the flow signal itself

• Event plane resolution
✓ Require at least two independent event planes
✓ depending on multiplicity as well as v2
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the square root of the correlation of TPC subevent planes. For
the derivation of Eq. (2) see Appendix B.

This new v1 method also provides an elegant tool to
determine the sign of v2. One of the quantities involved in
the above measurement of v1{EP1, EP2} [see Appendix B,
Eq. (B3) and compare to Ref. [18], Eq. (18)] is approximately
proportional to the product of integrated values of v2

1 and v2.
Applying factors for weights and multiplicities [18] leads to
the following:
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where the index d represents the three detectors used in the
analysis: FTPC1, FTPC2, and TPC. For each centrality class
Md denotes the corresponding multiplicities and wd are the
applied weights (η weighting for "1 and pt weighting for "2).

B. Elliptic flow methods

The standard method [18] correlates each particle with
the event plane determined from the full event minus the
particle of interest. Because the event plane is only an
approximation to the true reaction plane, one has to correct
for this smearing by dividing the observed correlation by the
event-plane resolution, which is the correlation of the event
plane with the reaction plane. The event-plane resolution is
always less than 1, and thus dividing by it raises the flow
values. To make this correction the full-event is divided up into
two subevents (a and b), and the square root of the correlation
of the subevent planes is the subevent-plane resolution. The
full-event plane resolution is then obtained using the equations
in Ref. [18] that describe the variation of the resolution with
multiplicity.

The scalar product method [22] is a simpler variation of
this method, which weights events with the magnitude of the
flow vector Q as follows:

vn(η, pt ) =
〈Qnu

∗
n,i(η, pt )〉

2
√〈

Qa
nQ

b
n
∗〉 , (5)

where un,i = cos(nφi) + i sin(nφi) is the unit vector of the
ith particle. If Qn is replaced by its unit vector, the above
reduces to the standard method. Taking into account the
nonflow contribution, the numerator of Eq. (5) can be written
as follows [6,22]:

〈
∑

i

cos 2(φpt
− φi)

〉

= Mv2(pt ) v̄2 + {nonflow} (6)

where φpt
is the azimuthal angle of the particle from a given

pt bin. The first term in the right-hand side of Eq. (6) represents
the elliptic flow contribution, where v2(pt ) is the elliptic flow of
particles with a given pt , v̄2 is the average flow of particles used
in the sum, and M is the multiplicity of particles contributing
to the sum, which in this article is performed over particles in
the region 0.15 < pt < 2.0 GeV/c and |η| < 1.0.
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FIG. 1. (Color online) The event plane resolutions as a function
of centrality for vk2{EP2}.

The cumulant method has been well described [21,28] and
previously used for the analysis of STAR data [22].

To reduce the nonflow effects from intrajet correlations at
high transverse momentum, we also use a modified event-
plane reconstruction algorithm, where all subevent particles
in a pseudorapidity region of |%η| < 0.5 around the highest
pt particle in the event are excluded from the event-plane
determination. With this modified event plane method, the
full-event-plane resolution is 15–20% worse than with the
standard method because of the smaller number of tracks used
for the event plane determination.

C. Higher harmonic methods

Because the second-harmonic event plane is determined
so well, one can try to determine the higher even harmonics
of the azimuthal anisotropy by correlating particles with the
second-harmonic event plane. However, then the event-plane
resolution is worse because of the various possible orientations
of the higher harmonics relative to the second-harmonic event
plane. Taking k to be the ratio of the higher harmonic number
to the event-plane harmonic number and using the equations
in Ref. [18] we obtain the resolutions in Fig. 1 for vk2{EP2}.
This method works when the resolution of the standard method
(k = 1) is large and therefore those for the higher harmonics
are not too low. Also, these k (= 1 methods use mixed
harmonics, which involve multiparticle correlations, greatly
reducing the nonflow contributions.

The cumulant method with mixed harmonics has also been
used for v4 [23].

IV. RESULTS

In the following sections we present results for directed
flow, elliptic flow, and the higher harmonics. Some of the
graphs have model calculations on them that are discussed
in Sec. VI. The tables of data for this article are available at
http://www.star.bnl.gov/central/publications/.

A. Directed flow, v1{EP1, EP2}
The STAR TPC has very good capabilities to measure

elliptic flow at midrapidity, whereas the FTPCs allow one
to measure directed flow. Figure 2 plots directed flow as
a function of pseudorapidity, showing that v1 appears to

014904-5

STAR: PRC72, 014904 (2005)

Higher multiplicity
smaller v2

Lower multiplicity
larger v2

�cos (2ΨEP − 2ΨRP)�
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• Tracking
✓ Time projection 

chamber + magnetic 
field (0.5 T)

- (x,y) positions ← hit positions at 
read out pads

- z positions ← drift time of 
secondary electrons

• pT determination
✓ Magnetic filed + 

curvature of track

• Typical pT resolution
✓ ΔpT/(pT)2~1% at pT = 1 

GeV/c

Tracking, transverse momentum
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1. Introduction

The Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) is
located at Brookhaven National Laboratory. It
accelerates heavy ions up to a top energy of
100 GeV per nucleon, per beam. The maximum
center of mass energy for Au+Au collisions is

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

sNN

p

¼ 200 GeV per nucleon. Each collision
produces a large number of charged particles.
For example, a central Au–Au collision will
produce more than 1000 primary particles per
unit of pseudo-rapidity. The average transverse
momentum per particle is about 500 MeV=c: Each
collision also produces a high flux of secondary
particles that are due to the interaction of the
primary particles with the material in the detector,
and the decay of short-lived primaries. These
secondary particles must be tracked and identified
along with the primary particles in order to
accomplish the physics goals of the experiment.
Thus, RHIC is a very demanding environment in
which to operate a detector.

The STAR detector [1–3] uses the TPC as its
primary tracking device [4,5]. The TPC records the
tracks of particles, measures their momenta, and

identifies the particles by measuring their ioniza-
tion energy loss (dE=dx). Its acceptance covers
71:8 units of pseudo-rapidity through the full
azimuthal angle and over the full range of multi-
plicities. Particles are identified over a momentum
range from 100 MeV=c to greater than 1 GeV=c;
and momenta are measured over a range of
100 MeV=c to 30 GeV=c:

The STAR TPC is shown schematically in
Fig. 1. It sits in a large solenoidal magnet that
operates at 0:5 T [6]. The TPC is 4:2 m long and
4 m in diameter. It is an empty volume of gas in a
well-defined, uniform, electric field ofE135 V=cm:
The paths of primary ionizing particles passing
through the gas volume are reconstructed with
high precision from the released secondary elec-
trons which drift to the readout end caps at the
ends of the chamber. The uniform electric field
which is required to drift the electrons is defined
by a thin conductive Central Membrane (CM) at
the center of the TPC, concentric field-cage
cylinders and the readout end caps. Electric field
uniformity is critical since track reconstruction
precision is submillimeter and electron drift paths
are up to 2:1 m:

Fig. 1. The STAR TPC surrounds a beam–beam interaction region at RHIC. The collisions take place near the center of the TPC.

M. Anderson et al. / Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research A 499 (2003) 659–678660

pT ≈ 0.3×Br (GeV/c)
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Particle identification

• TPC
✓ Energy loss (dE/dx) in the TPC; up to pT ~ 1 GeV/c

• Time-Of-Flight detector
✓ Flight time. Typical timing resolution < 100 ps
✓ π/K ~2 GeV/c, K/p ~ 4 GeV/c
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shows the pT resolution for p! and anti-protons in
STAR. The figure shows two regimes: at low
momentum, where multiple Coulomb scattering
dominates (i.e., pTo400 MeV=c for pions, and
pTo800 MeV=c for anti-protons), and at higher
momentum where the momentum resolution is
limited by the strength of the magnet field and the
TPC spatial resolution. The best relative momen-
tum resolution falls between these two extremes
and it is 2% for pions.

5.8. Particle identification using dE=dx

Energy lost in the TPC gas is a valuable tool
for identifying particle species. It works especially
well for low momentum particles but as the
particle energy rises, the energy loss becomes less
mass dependent and it is hard to separate particles
with velocities v > 0:7c: STAR was designed to be
able to separate pions and protons up to
1:2 GeV=c: This requires a relative dE=dx re-
solution of 7%. The challenge, then, is to calibrate
the TPC and understand the signal and gain
variations well enough to be able to achieve
this goal.

The measured dE=dx resolution depends on the
gas gain which itself depends on the pressure in the
TPC. Since the TPC is kept at a constant 2 mbar
above atmospheric pressure, the TPC pressure
varies with time. We monitor the gas gain with a
wire chamber that operates in the TPC gas return
line. It measures the gain from an 55Fe source. It
will be used to calibrate the 2001 data, but for the
2000 run, this chamber was not installed and so we
monitored the gain by averaging the signal for
tracks over the entire volume of the detector and
we have done a relative calibration on each sector
based on the global average. Local gas gain
variations are calibrated by calculating the average
signal measured on one row of pads on the pad
plane and assuming that all pad-rows measure the
same signal. The correction is done on the pad-row
level because the anode wires lie on top of, and run
the full length of, the pad rows.

The readout electronics also introduce uncer-
tainties in the dE=dx signals. There are small
variations between pads, and groups of pads, due
to the different response of each readout board.
These variations are monitored by pulsing the
ground plane of the anode and pad plane read-out

Fig. 11. The energy loss distribution for primary and secondary particles in the STAR TPC as a function of the pT of the primary
particle. The magnetic field was 0:25 T:

M. Anderson et al. / Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research A 499 (2003) 659–678676

STAR: NIMA499, 659 (2003) STAR: NIMA558, 419 (2006)
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Systematics of v2 
measurements 

among different methods, 
different collaborations at RHIC

10
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Methods

• Two categories: Two and Multi particle methods
✓ Different sensitivity to the ‘non-flow effects’ and ‘v2 fluctuations’
✓ Basic assumptions are

- correlations are dominated by collective flow

- measured particle and event plane (or reference particle) are statistically independent

11

Two particle methods
Event plane method: v2{EP}, ...
Two particle correlation: v2{2}

Multi particle methods
Mixed harmonic event plane: v2{ZDC}

Flow vector distribution: v2{q}
Multi-particle cumulant: v2{n}, n>2

Lee-Yang zero: v2{LYZ}
...

Easy implementation
Large systematic error

Clean signal
Statistics hungry

Large rapidity gap
v2{RXNP}, v2{BBC}, v2{FTPC}, ...

vmeasured
2 = �cos (2φ− 2ΨEP)� = v2 × �cos (2ΨEP − 2ΨRP)�

vmeasured
2 = �cos (2φ− 2φref)� = v2 × vref

2
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Non-flow and fluctuations
• Non-flow
✓ correlations other than collective flow

- resonance decays, HBT, momentum conservation, jets, ...

• Fluctuation of v2

✓ event-by-event fluctuation of v2 due to the finite multiplicity
✓ contribution of fluctuations to the v2

- α = 2 for two particle correlation

- α varies 1 - 2 depending on the event plane resolution for v2{EP}

• How do these affect the resulting v2 from various 
methods ?
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M. Miller and R. Snellings, arXiv:nucl-ex/0312008,
PHOBOS: PRC77, 014906 (2008) 
J.-Y. Ollitrault, A. M. Poskanzer and S. A. Voloshin, PRC80, 014904 (2009)
...

vmeasured
2 = �vα

2 �
1/α , α = 1 − 2
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Systematics of v2 at RHIC

• v2{2} > v2{BBC} > v2{ZDC-SMD} ≥ v2{4} ~ v2{LYZ}
✓ Can we understand the difference among different methods in 

terms of non-flow effects and v2 fluctuations ?
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Two particle Multi-particle
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FIG. 6: (Color online) The values of v2 from various analysis
methods vs centrality. Both the upper lines [2] and the lower
line [24] are STAR data.
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FIG. 7: (Color online) Shown are the data from Fig. 6 cor-
rected to �v2� in the participant plane.

Glauber CGC
bin centrality mult σε/ �ε� Npart σ2

tot σε/ �ε� Nbin σ2
tot

9 0 - 05% 961 55.5% 352 4.05 48.9% 1049 6.19
8 05 - 10% 819 50.2% 298 6.63 32.7% 825 7.25
7 10 - 20% 651 44.0% 232 9.80 31.7% 587 9.24
6 20 - 30% 468 38.2% 165 12.6 28.1% 364 11.8
5 30 - 40% 323 36.4% 114 15.2 28.3% 216 15.2
4 40 - 50% 214 36.0% 75 17.5 30.1% 120 19.3
3 50 - 60% 134 35.6% 46 19.8 31.7% 61 24.3
2 60 - 70% 76 34.1% 26 22.8 32.0% 28 30.4
1 70 - 80% 38 31.0% 13 31.9 32.0% 11 43.4

TABLE I: For each centrality are shown the full event multiplicity [2], the standard deviation of Monte-Carlo Glauber εpart in
percent of the mean [21], the number of participants [2], Glauber σ2

tot × 104 as calculated here, the standard deviation of CGC
εpart in percent of the mean [25], the number of binary collisions [2], and CGC σ2

tot × 104 as calculated here. The values of δ2

are given by Eq. (40) for the Glauber model and Eq. (41) for the CGC model.
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APPENDIX A: EFFECTS OF FLUCTUATIONS

ON v{EP}

We derive the difference δv between v{EP} and �v�
due to fluctuations, to leading order in σ2

v , assuming that
nonflow effects are negligible. Flow fluctuations modify
both the numerator and the denominator of Eq. (4).

J.-Y. Ollitrault, A. M. Poskanzer and S. A. Voloshin, PRC80, 014904 (2009)

Leading order corrections work

• Understand the non-flow and v2 fluctuations with 
reasonable assumptions
✓ caveat: need additional assumptions to separate them

14

δ ∝ δpp/Npart, σv2 ∝ v2 × σε/ε
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Inter-collaboration comparison

• Quantitative comparison of v2 at RHIC
✓ PHENIX, PHOBOS and STAR

- see more details in A. Taraneko’s talk:  http://quark.phy.bnl.gov/www/cathie_files/ca-te/
Tuesday/TaranenkoV2Compt2009v4.ppt

• Agreement of v2 is ~ 10%
✓ with possible 1-2% centrality shift between PHENIX and STAR

15

A. Taranenko, Joint CATHIE/TECHQM workshop, Dec14-18, 2009

Remember
v2{BBC} > v2{LYZ}

http://quark.phy.bnl.gov/www/cathie_files/ca-te/Tuesday/TaranenkoV2Compt2009v4.ppt
http://quark.phy.bnl.gov/www/cathie_files/ca-te/Tuesday/TaranenkoV2Compt2009v4.ppt
http://quark.phy.bnl.gov/www/cathie_files/ca-te/Tuesday/TaranenkoV2Compt2009v4.ppt
http://quark.phy.bnl.gov/www/cathie_files/ca-te/Tuesday/TaranenkoV2Compt2009v4.ppt
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Initial conditions

Partonic EOS

Hadronization

Hadronic EOS

Freeze-out
Space-time evolution

• Collective anisotropic flow is sensitive to all stages

• What kind of v2 measurements are sensitive to 
different stages of space-time evolution ?

16

(?)
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Initial conditions

Partonic EOS

Hadronization

Hadronic EOS

Freeze-out
Space-time evolution

• Collective anisotropic flow is sensitive to all stages

• What kind of v2 measurements are sensitive to 
different stages of space-time evolution ?

16

(?)
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What have we learned 
at RHIC ?

Initial conditions
centrality dependence of v2

17
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cantly depending on how it is calculated. This is also
illustrated in Fig. 4. It should be noted that the behavior
of the eccentricities shown in Fig. 4 for Npart below !19
(!55) for Cu-Cu (Au-Au) are shown only to display the
mathematical behavior of the two definitions of the eccen-
tricity, since data are unavailable in these ranges. However,
it is interesting that "std becomes negative at low Npart for
both Cu-Cu and Au-Au due to fluctuations, while "part by
definition must be positive.

The effects of finite number and eccentricity fluctuations
on elliptic flow have been studied for large collision sys-
tems with Monte Carlo simulations [23,26,27] and were
found to be small. However, in Cu-Cu collisions these
fluctuations are larger and could have a significant impact
on the elliptic flow. The participant eccentricity allows
these fluctuating configurations to be considered seriously
on an event-by-event basis.

The Glauber model used for the calculation of these
eccentricities is a Monte Carlo toy model that builds nuclei
by randomly placing nucleons according to a Woods-
Saxon distribution. Excluded volume effects were incorpo-
rated into the model, requiring a minimum center-to-center
nucleon separation of 0.4 fm, to agree with HIJING [15]. A
number of sources of systematic error were studied, in-
cluding nuclear radius, nuclear skin depth, nucleon-
nucleon inelastic cross section !NN , and minimum nucleon
separation. The systematic error contributed by each
source was determined by varying that specific parameter
in the analysis within reasonable limits and quantifying the
change in the final eccentricity result as a function of
centrality. The individual contributions were added in
quadrature to determine the 90% confidence level errors
shown in Fig. 4.

The crucial importance of the definition of eccentricity
in comparing Cu-Cu and Au-Au results for a given beam

energy can be seen in Fig. 5, where comparisons are made
between Cu-Cu and Au-Au data at 62.4 and 200 GeV using
the eccentricity-scaled elliptic flow. These comparisons are
made as a function of the number of participating nucleons
since Npart is a well-understood quantity that is directly
related to the centrality and the calculated eccentricities in
the Glauber model. In Fig. 5(b), v2="std increases rapidly
in Cu-Cu as the events become more central, and is gen-
erally larger than that of Au-Au. One might then conclude
from this that either the smaller Cu-Cu system produces v2
much more efficiently than the larger Au-Au system or that
"std may not be the appropriate quantity for describing the
initial geometry of the collision. Consider then Fig. 5(c), in
which v2="part is shown to be very similar for both Cu-Cu
and Au-Au at the same beam energy, even appearing to lie
on the same curve. Given the qualitative and quantitative
similarities between the results in the two systems already
shown, it is not unreasonable to expect both systems to
have a similar eccentricity-scaled elliptic flow, as in
Fig. 5(c). Therefore, it seems likely that "part as discussed
here and in Ref. [28]—or a rather similar quantity, such as!!!!!!!!!!!!
h"2parti

q
[29]—is the relevant eccentricity for the azimuthal

anisotropy.
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Cu-Cu and Au-Au collisions at
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sNN

p " 200 GeV. The bands
show the 90% C.L. systematic errors.

PRL 98, 242302 (2007) P H Y S I C A L R E V I E W L E T T E R S week ending
15 JUNE 2007

242302-4

Effect of fluctuations

• Measured v2 from two 
particle methods scale 
with the ‘participant 
eccentricity’ εpart

✓ take into account the shift/
rotation of frame due to the 
fluctuations of participant 
nucleons

• How strong are v2 
fluctuations ?

18

εpart =

�
(σ2

y − σ2
x)2 + 4σ2

xy

σ2
y + σ2

x

σ2
x = {x2}− {x}2,σ2

y = {y2}− {y}2

σxy = {xy}− {x}{y}

PHOBOS: PRL98, 242302 (2007)
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v2 fluctuations

• Relative fluctuations ~ 30-40%
✓ non-flow correlations ~10% of (v2)2 signal in |η| < 3
✓ Consistent with both MC Glauber and CGC initial conditions

19

PHOBOS: PRC81, 034915 (2010)

- 6-45% most central
- Measured v2 and fluctuations 
event-by-event
- Non-flow is evaluated by 
superposition of p + p collisions 
(PYTHIA)

B. ALVER et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 81, 034915 (2010)

by the following equation:
∫ 1

0
Kn

(
vobs

2 , v2
)
fdyn(v2)dv2 =

∫ 1

0
Kn,δ

(
vobs

2 , v2
)
fflow(v2)dv2,

(15)

where Kn(vobs
2 , v2) and Kn,δ(vobs

2 , v2) are the response func-
tions for an ideal detector with and without non-flow corre-
lations, respectively. Equation (15) gives the distribution of
observed anisotropy for an ideal detector g(vobs

2 ), such that,
on the left-hand side, the non-flow correlations are encoded in
the dynamic v2 fluctuations and, on the right-hand side, they
are accounted for in the response function Kn,δ(vobs

2 , v2). The
response functions Kn(vobs

2 , v2) and Kn,δ(vobs
2 , v2) are given by

a Bessel-Gaussian distribution [23] defined as

BG
(
vobs

2 ; v2, σs

)
≡ vobs

2

σ 2
s

exp

(

−
(
vobs

2

)2 + v2
2

2σ 2
s

)

I0

(
vobs

2 v2

σ 2
s

)
,

(16)

where I0 is the modified Bessel function. The fluctuation term
σs in the response function is a quadratic sum of statistical
fluctuations (σn = 1/

√
2n) due to finite number of particles

(n) observed in the detector and a contribution from non-flow
correlations (σδ =

√
δ/2).

Equation (15) cannot be simplified analytically. However,
it can be solved numerically to calculate relative elliptic flow
fluctuations (σflow/〈v2〉flow) that correspond to the measured
dynamic v2 fluctuations (σdyn/〈v2〉) and the non-flow ratio
(〈δ〉/〈v2

2〉) for different assumptions on non-flow at |#η|>2.
The details of the numerical calculation are given in the
Appendix. It has been suggested that the relation between these
quantities can be approximated as σ 2

dyn = σ 2
δ + σ 2

flow [14].
We have found that this approximation does not hold in the
range of our experimental results (σdyn/〈v2〉 > 0.3).

The systematic error in the magnitude of relative elliptic
flow fluctuations is obtained by propagating the errors in the
measured quantities σdyn/〈v2〉 and 〈δ〉/〈v2

2〉 and by varying
the procedure to calculate σflow/〈v2〉flow from these quantities.
The errors from different sources are added in quadrature to
obtain the 90% confidence interval. The error propagated from
the uncertainty in σdyn/〈v2〉 is the dominant contribution to the
uncertainty in σflow/〈v2〉flow.

The relative fluctuations in the event-by-event elliptic
flow, corrected for contribution of non-flow correlations are
presented in Fig. 6 as a function of the number of participating
nucleons, in Au + Au collisions at

√
sNN = 200 GeV for

6–45% most central events. The elliptic flow fluctuations are
found to be roughly 30–40% if the magnitude of non-flow
correlations are assumed to be small for |#η|>2. The ob-
served values of relative elliptic flow fluctuations correspond
to 87–97% (79–95%) of the previously measured dynamic
v2 fluctuations [11] if non-flow correlations at |#η|>2 are
assumed to be zero (three times the magnitude in HIJING).

Also shown in Fig. 6 are relative fluctuations in the
participant eccentricity obtained from MC Glauber [11] and
color glass condensate (CGC) [24] calculations. The measured
values of elliptic flow fluctuations are observed to be consistent
with both models over the centrality range under study if
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FIG. 6. Relative elliptic flow fluctuations (σflow/〈v2〉flow) as a
function of number of participating nucleons (Npart) in Au + Au
collisions at

√
sNN = 200 GeV. The black circles show the results with

the assumption that non-flow correlations are negligible at |#η|>2.
The shaded band shows the 90% confidence systematic errors. The
thin lines show results for different assumptions on the magnitude
of non-flow at |#η|>2. The continuous and dashed thick lines show
σ (εpart)/〈εpart〉 values calculated in Glauber MC [11] and CGC [24]
models, respectively.

the long range non-flow correlations are neglected. The same
conclusion holds if the long range correlations are assumed to
be three times stronger than in p + p collisions, as modeled
by HIJING.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have presented new data on the magnitude of non-flow
correlations and the event-by-event elliptic flow fluctuations
corrected for non-flow correlations in Au + Au collisions at√

sNN = 200 GeV. The measurement of non-flow correlations
is achieved by utilizing a new correlation analysis with the
assumption that non-flow correlations are of the order that
is observed in p + p collisions for long-range correlations
(|#η|>2). The non-flow correlations averaged over the
PHOBOS octagon acceptance (−3<η<3) are found to
be large, constituting approximately 10% of the measured
v2

2 signal. Studying the dependence of expected azimuthal
anisotropy fluctuations due to non-flow correlations, it is found
that the long-range non-flow correlations in Au + Au collisions
would have to be more than an order of magnitude stronger
compared to the p + p data for non-flow correlations to lead
to the observed azimuthal anisotropy fluctuations with no
intrinsic elliptic flow fluctuations. The method presented in this
article can be generally applied in large acceptance detectors
to study the contribution of non-flow correlations to the flow
signal measured with different approaches.

The magnitude of event-by-event elliptic flow fluctuations
were calculated by subtracting the contribution of non-flow
correlations to the measured values of dynamic v2 fluctuations.
If the inclusive long-range non-flow correlations in A + A
collisions are assumed to be of the order of magnitude that is
observed in p + p collisions, the magnitude of event-by-event
elliptic flow fluctuations are found to be in agreement with
predicted fluctuations of the initial shape of the collision
region in both Glauber and CGC models. Therefore these

034915-6
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Effect of deformation

• Possible oblate deformation effects for Au nucleus
✓ εpart increases ~30% at central Au+Au collisions
✓ Not affect in mid-central and peripheral collisions

20

P. Filip, R. Lednicky, H. M., N. Xu
PRC80, 054903 (2009)

Deformation 
β2 ~ -0.13
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Glauber or CGC ?

• Two main initial conditions; Glauber or CGC
✓ Monte Carlo approach to include fluctuations*
✓ How can we constrain the initial conditions from v2 

measurements ?

21

• Static, nucleons
• No dynamics
• Well defined cross section in p+p

Glauber CGC

• Dynamical, gluons
• Momentum dependent
• May not be applicable at large x

* see for example; H.-J. Drescher, Y. Nara PRC75, 034905 (2007)
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Glauber or CGC ?

• Comparison with hybrid model, Hydro + hadron 
cascade with ideal gas EOS
✓ Fluctuation effect is large (Cu+Cu, not shown)
✓ Need QGP viscous effects in CGC ? But data ~ model in Cu+Cu

➡ System size dependence of v2 is important to 
constrain the model parameters

22

TETSUFUMI HIRANO AND YASUSHI NARA PHYSICAL REVIEW C 79, 064904 (2009)
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Centrality dependences of v2 for charged
particles at midrapidity in (a) Au + Au and (b) Cu + Cu collisions
at

√
sNN = 200 GeV with the MC-Glauber model initial conditions

are compared with PHOBOS data (filled plots) [49]. Open circles
(squares) are results with (without) eccentricity fluctuation.

in the present study. Because of the above reasons, whether
final v2 is enhanced or reduced in comparison with the current
results would be nontrivial in the case of the EOS from the
lattice QCD. Detailed studies on the dependences of v2 on the
EOS will be reported elsewhere.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We calculated the elliptic flow parameter as a function of
the number of participants in the QGP hydro plus the hadronic
cascade model and found that the effect of eccentricity
fluctuations is visible in very central and peripheral Au + Au
collisions and is quite large in Cu + Cu collisions. This
strongly suggests that the effect of eccentricity fluctuations
is an important factor which has to be included in the
dynamical model for understanding of the elliptic flow data
and for precise extraction of transport properties from the
data.

We also found that a finite nucleon size assumed in
the conventional Monte Carlo approaches reduces initial
eccentricity by ∼10% with a default Woods-Saxon parameter
set. This requires reparametrization of the nuclear radius
and the diffuseness parameter to obtain the actual nuclear
distribution in the case of the finite profile of nucleons as
implemented in the Monte Carlo Glauber model.

In the case of the Glauber-type initialization, the results
still undershot the experimental data a little in both Au + Au
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Centrality dependences of v2 for charged
particles at midrapidity in (a) Au + Au and (b) Cu + Cu collisions
at

√
sNN = 200 GeV with the MC-KLN model initial conditions

are compared with PHOBOS data (filled plots) [49]. Open circles
(squares) are results with (without) eccentricity fluctuation.

and Cu + Cu collisions even after inclusion of eccentricity
fluctuation effects. If one implemented the viscosity in the
QGP phase, the results of v2 would get reduced. So there is
almost no room for the viscosity in the QGP stage to play a role
in the Glauber initial conditions within the hybrid approach
with the ideal gas EOS in the QGP phase. It is worth to note
that this conclusion is obtained only from the hybrid approach
in which hadronic viscosity is properly taken into account
[13,24]: Unless hadronic dissipative effects are considered,
the results of v2 still overshoot the data in peripheral collisions
and the QGP viscosity could be coming in.

On the other hand, we overpredicted v2 in peripheral
(Npart < 150) Au + Au collisions in the CGC model. Viscous
effects in the QGP phase could reduce the v2 and enable us to
reproduce the data in Au + Au collisions in this case. However,
the results are already comparable with the data in Cu + Cu
collisions even though the number of participants is almost the
same as that in peripheral Au + Au collisions. So it would be
nontrivial whether the same viscous effects also give the right
amount of v2 in Cu + Cu collisions.

So far, one has been focusing on comparison of hydro-
dynamic results with v2 data only in Au + Au collisions.
The experimental data in Cu + Cu collisions also have a
strong power to constrain the dynamical models. Therefore,
simultaneous analysis of v2 data in both Au + Au and
Cu + Cu collisions will be called for in future hydrodynamic
studies.
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Centrality dependences of v2 for charged
particles at midrapidity in (a) Au + Au and (b) Cu + Cu collisions
at

√
sNN = 200 GeV with the MC-Glauber model initial conditions

are compared with PHOBOS data (filled plots) [49]. Open circles
(squares) are results with (without) eccentricity fluctuation.

in the present study. Because of the above reasons, whether
final v2 is enhanced or reduced in comparison with the current
results would be nontrivial in the case of the EOS from the
lattice QCD. Detailed studies on the dependences of v2 on the
EOS will be reported elsewhere.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We calculated the elliptic flow parameter as a function of
the number of participants in the QGP hydro plus the hadronic
cascade model and found that the effect of eccentricity
fluctuations is visible in very central and peripheral Au + Au
collisions and is quite large in Cu + Cu collisions. This
strongly suggests that the effect of eccentricity fluctuations
is an important factor which has to be included in the
dynamical model for understanding of the elliptic flow data
and for precise extraction of transport properties from the
data.

We also found that a finite nucleon size assumed in
the conventional Monte Carlo approaches reduces initial
eccentricity by ∼10% with a default Woods-Saxon parameter
set. This requires reparametrization of the nuclear radius
and the diffuseness parameter to obtain the actual nuclear
distribution in the case of the finite profile of nucleons as
implemented in the Monte Carlo Glauber model.

In the case of the Glauber-type initialization, the results
still undershot the experimental data a little in both Au + Au
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Centrality dependences of v2 for charged
particles at midrapidity in (a) Au + Au and (b) Cu + Cu collisions
at

√
sNN = 200 GeV with the MC-KLN model initial conditions

are compared with PHOBOS data (filled plots) [49]. Open circles
(squares) are results with (without) eccentricity fluctuation.

and Cu + Cu collisions even after inclusion of eccentricity
fluctuation effects. If one implemented the viscosity in the
QGP phase, the results of v2 would get reduced. So there is
almost no room for the viscosity in the QGP stage to play a role
in the Glauber initial conditions within the hybrid approach
with the ideal gas EOS in the QGP phase. It is worth to note
that this conclusion is obtained only from the hybrid approach
in which hadronic viscosity is properly taken into account
[13,24]: Unless hadronic dissipative effects are considered,
the results of v2 still overshoot the data in peripheral collisions
and the QGP viscosity could be coming in.

On the other hand, we overpredicted v2 in peripheral
(Npart < 150) Au + Au collisions in the CGC model. Viscous
effects in the QGP phase could reduce the v2 and enable us to
reproduce the data in Au + Au collisions in this case. However,
the results are already comparable with the data in Cu + Cu
collisions even though the number of participants is almost the
same as that in peripheral Au + Au collisions. So it would be
nontrivial whether the same viscous effects also give the right
amount of v2 in Cu + Cu collisions.

So far, one has been focusing on comparison of hydro-
dynamic results with v2 data only in Au + Au collisions.
The experimental data in Cu + Cu collisions also have a
strong power to constrain the dynamical models. Therefore,
simultaneous analysis of v2 data in both Au + Au and
Cu + Cu collisions will be called for in future hydrodynamic
studies.
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T. Hirano and Y. Nara, PRC79, 064904 (2009)
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Initial conditions

• Combined with different measurements would address 
the initial conditions
✓ Ridge ? Higher harmonics ?

23

generated with the SPHERIO code using a smooth IC (without the fluctuations), and the

equivalent result is shown in the bottom part of figure 3. The smooth IC were generated

averaging over several NEXUS events. In this case, the v2 curve agrees with the particle

correlation function indicating that the anisotropy v2 is the only contributor to the topology

of the two particle correlation function.
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FIG. 4: Two particle correlation in ∆η and ∆φ, for simulated central data, after subtracting the

event mixing and flow contribution. Flow contribution was calculated using the ZYAM method

and a mean v2 calculated for the entire η range.

Figure 4 shows the topology of the correlation function after subtracting the v2 contribu-

tion using the ZYAM method applied to the ∆φ projection of each interval of ∆η. It is clear

that there is still an excess of the correlation yield in the near side of the trigger particle

(∆φ ≈ 0) and also some excess in the away side (∆φ ≈ π). It can also be noted that in

the near side, the correlation function is narrow in the ∆φ but extends over several units of

pseudo-rapidity. In the away side, the correlation function also extends over several units of

rapidity with two “Ridge” like structures peaked at ∆φ ≈ ±2.

Figure 5 top plot shows the ∆φ projection of the two particle correlation, integrated over

∆η range between ±1, for events from the central (solid squares) and peripheral (open circles)

centrality classes. The horizontal axis was shifted by π/2 to help in the visualization and

distinguishing the near side and away side. Both data sets show a clear narrow correlation

peak in the near side. In the away side, the central data show a double peak structure with a

dip at ∆φ = π that appears after the subtraction of the v2 contribution while the peripheral

6

J. Takahashi, B. M. Tavares, W. L. Qian,
R. Andrade, F. Grassi, Y. Hama, T. Kodama, N. Xu,
PRL103, 242301 (2009) 3

FIG. 2. Comparison of ε4

(ε2)2
vs. Npart for near-spherical

148Dy (filled symbols) and deformed 158Dy (open symbols)
collisions. Results are shown for MC-Glauber (a) and MC-
KLN (b) respectively.

(158Dy). This reflects the important influence of shape-3

driven eccentricity fluctuations in collisions of deformed4

nuclei [31–34]. The magnitudes and trends of all of these5

eccentricities are expected to influence the measured val-6

ues of v2,4 for these systems.78

A priori, the model-driven and shape-driven eccentric-9

ity differences shown in Fig. 1, need not be the same10

for ε2 and ε4. Therefore, we present the ratio ε4
(ε2)2

vs.11

Npart, for both models in Fig. 2. The ratios obtained for12

148Dy (near-spherical) and 158Dy (deformed) with MC-13

Glauber are compared in Fig. 2(a); the same comparison14

is given in Fig. 2(b) but for MC-KLN calculations. Fig.15

2(a) indicates a significant difference between the ratio16

ε4
(ε2)2

for 148Dy and 158Dy over the full range of Npart17

considered. This difference stems from additional shape-18

driven fluctuations present in in collisions of 158Dy, but19

absent in collisions of 148Dy. The same comparison for20

MC-KLN results, shown in Fig. 2(b), points to a smaller21

difference for these ratios, as well as a different Npart de-22

pendence. We attribute this to the difference in the trans-23

verse density distributions employed in MC-Glauber and24

MC-KLN.25

For a given value of Npart, the measured ratio of the26

flow coefficients v4
(v2)2

for 158Dy+158Dy and 148Dy+148Dy27

collisions, are expected to reflect the magnitude and28

trend of the ratio ε4
(ε2)2

(note that a constant ratio ≈ 0.529

is predicted for ideal hydrodynamics without the influ-30

ence of fluctuations [21]). Fig. 2 suggests that a rela-31

tively clear distinction between fKLN-like and Glauber-32

like initial collision geometries could be made via system-33

atic studies of v4
(v2)2

for near-spherical and deformed iso-34

topes/isobars. Specifically, a relatively smaller (larger)35

FIG. 3. Npart dependence of ε4

(ε2)2
(a), ε4(m)

(ε2(m))2
(b) and R(m)

(R)

(c) for Au+Au collisions (see text). The open and closed
symbols indicate the results from MC-Glauber and MC-KLN
respectively.

difference between the ratios v4
(v2)2

for each isotope, would36

be expected for fKLN (Glauber) initial geometries. Sim-37

ilarly the scaling of v2,4 data from the isotopic or isobaric38

pair would be expected only for MC-Glauber or MC-KLN39

eccentricities. Note that the influence of a finite viscosity40

is expected to be the same for both systems and therefore41

would not change these conclusions.4243

The filled symbols in Figs. 2 (a) and (b) also suggest44

a substantial difference in the ε4
(ε2)2

ratios predicted by45

MC-Glauber and MC-KLN respectively, for collisions be-46

tween near-spherical nuclei. This difference is also appar-47

ent in Fig. 3(a) where the calculated ratios for Au+Au48

(β2 = −0.13, β4 = −0.03) collisions are shown. The49

MC-KLN results (filled circles) indicate a relatively flat50

dependence for 40 ! Npart ! 200, which contrasts with51

the characteristic decrease, for the sameNpart range, seen52

in the MC-Glauber results.53

As discussed earlier, each of these trends is expected54

to influence the measured ratios of the flow coefficients55

v4
(v2)2

. Therefore, an experimental observation of a rel-56

atively flat Npart dependence for v4
(v2)2

[over the range57

40 ! Npart ! 200], could be an indication for fKLN-like58

collision geometries in Au+Au collisions. Such a trend59

has been observed in the preliminary and final data sets60

reported in Refs. [10, 21, 35] and is consistent with the61

conclusions reached in Ref. [10, 36] that the Npart and62

impact parameter dependence of the eccentricity scaled63

flow coefficients v2
ε2

and v4
ε4

favor fKLN-like initial collision64

geometries.65

The closed symbols in Figs. 2(b) and 3(a) indicate1

a decreasing trend for ε4
(ε2)2

for near-spherical nuclei for2

R. A. Lacey, R. Wei, N. N. Ajitanand, J. M. Alexander,
X. Gong, J. Jia, A. Taranenko, R. Pak, H. Stocker
arXiv:1002.0649

CGC

Glauber
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What have we learned 
at RHIC ?

EOS, hadronization
pT and particle type 
dependence of v2

24
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STAR preliminary

Mass ordering at low pT

• Heavier hadrons show lower v2

✓ Radial flow + eccentricity
✓ Is mass ordering of v2 a consequence of partonic EOS ?

25

vT: common velocity
among different particles

Teff ∝ Tthermal

+ mass× �vT �2

Thermal Collective

STAR QM2009
arXiv: 0907.2265
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Hadronic rescattering

• Hadronic rescattering → mass 
ordering of v2

✓ Reproduce mass ordering for π, K and p
✓ v2(φ) > v2(p) below pT = 1 GeV/c due to 

early decoupling of φ
✓ Multi-strange hadrons: penetrating probe 

for early dynamics in HI collisions
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Meson/Baryon v2 at intermediate pT

• Similar magnitude of v2 for multi-strange hadrons
✓ most of collectivity is developed at partonic stage

• Clear separation of v2 between mesons and baryons in 
pT = 2 - 5 GeV/c
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Number of quark scaling of v2

• Empirical mT - mass scaling at low pT

• Number of quark scaling holds up to 1 GeV/c in (mT-
mass)/nq, start splitting above 1 GeV/c
✓ pT ~ 2 GeV/c for π, ~3.8 GeV/c for protons
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Quark coalescence/recombination
D. Molnar and S. Voloshi, PRL91, 092301 (2003)
V. Greco et al., PRC68, 034904 (2003)
R. J. Fries et al., PRC68, 044902 (2003)
J. Jia and C. Zhang PRC75, 031901(R) (2007)
....

STAR QM2009
arXiv: 0907.2265
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Glauber initial conditions
peripheral

central

Cu + Cu : STAR preliminary
Au + Au : PRC77, 054901 (2008)

Stronger flow at central collisions

• Number of quark scaling holds for each centrality

• Stronger collectivity in central collisions
✓ Collectivity is driven by the eccentricity and system size
✓ Is hydro. (or thermalization) really applicable in peripheral ?
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S. A. Voloshin (STAR) : J. Phys. G34, S883 (2007)
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State of the Art
Open Problems

Effects of Viscosity: Elliptic Flow
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[Luzum, Romatschke 08]
Paul Romatschke State of the Art/Open Problems

M. Luzum and P. Romatschke, PRC78, 034915 (2008)

Extract η/s

• Recent developments of viscous hydrodynamical 
models → Upper limit of QGP viscosity ~ 6 × 1/(4π)

➡ Need fluctuating initial conditions (+ deformation) + 
viscous hydro. model + hadronic rescattering
✓ Which initial conditions, Glauber or CGC or something else ?
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Glauber
initial conditions

Viscous hydrodynamical models
K. Dusling and D. Teaney, PRC77, 034905 (2008)
H. Song and U. Heinz, PRC77, 064901 (2008)
P. Huovinen and D. Molnar, PRC79, 014906 (2009)
....
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Other important v2 measurements

• High pT v2 (pT > 4 - 6 GeV/c)
✓ Number of quark scaling
✓ Parton energy loss

• (Thermal) photon v2

✓ via direct photon, di-lepton measurements

• charm(onium) (e.x. J/ψ), bottom v2

✓ Recombination of charm, thermalization

• U + U collisions
✓ Initial conditions, detailed path length dependence (v2 and RAA)
✓ will start in 2011 at RHIC
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Conclusions
• Azimuthal anisotropy measurements are important for 

investigating the early collision dynamics at RHIC
✓ Systematics among different methods can be explained with 

reasonable assumptions of non-flow and fluctuations
✓ Agreement with different RHIC experiments ~10%
✓ Measured v2 would constrain important model parameters
✓ Quantitative model comparison is crucial

- Initial fluctuation + (deformation) + viscous hydro. model + hadronic rescattering

• Future v2 measurements would provide further 
constraints on medium properties at RHIC
✓ Charm/bottom flow via D/B mesons
✓ Thermal photon flow via low pT direct photon, di-leptons
✓ U + U collisions, will start in 2011 at RHIC
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Back up
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Are charm and bottom flowing ?
• Substantial heavy flavor 

electron v2

✓ η/s = (1.3-2)/(4π) with 
model comparison (v2 and 
RAA)

✓ Significant bottom 
contribution ~50% at high 
pT

- PHENIX: PRL103, 082002 (2009)

➡ Full secondary vertex 
reconstruction of D/B 
mesons
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